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With hidden 'Kl' heritage oozing from every copper-plated pore, Marantz's 'Premium'
11-series amplifier and SACD player have been reimagined for a new audience
Review: Ken Kessler Lab: Paul Miller
nlike many major Japanese
makers, Marantz has not
abandoned the production of
serious, high-end separates for
its export markets. Marantz, in particular,
has always had a special relationship with
the UK, and its amplifiers and CD players
always seemed to address peculiarly British
preferences. After all, it was the UK that
served as the launch-pad for the Kl series,
though Ken lshiwata's name has not been
applied to these 'l 153 pieces.
His role this time is more'behind the
scenes' [see boxout, p3 1 ], because the
5A-1 153 and PM-1153, in the company's
'Premium Range', are refined versions of
their predecessors - the original Series 1
versions appearing back in 2002. Among
the main design concerns was the obvious
need to ensure compatibility with modern
digital sources, while Ken's work included
crucial involvement in parts sourcing.

UNCLI'TTERED POWERIIOUSE
that: 'The previous Series ll
amplifier was quite high-powered, with
He says

superlative current delivery, but we wanted

to improve this ability further for the latest
generation of speakers - especially instant
current delivery because of dynamics from
SACD, and now, the high dynamics from
high-res downloads, too.'
It's the latter that may surprise some,
because many of us are still relatively
unfamiliar with downloads, streaming and
other non-physical formats. As HFN/RR
has revealed, an indeterminate number of
so-called high-res downloads are anything
but, though Ken has explained that sources
do exist for true high-resolution downloads.
Yet it's as much SACD playback for which
this pair is optimised, despite the inclusion
of front panel USB ingress, and a helluva
sweet phono stage.
The PM-1 153 integrated amplifier reeks
of desirability. Our sample arrived in black,
RIGHT: The new SACDM-2 disc drive fieatures
a twolayer steel top plate and diecast drawer;
Marantz's digitalfilters are executed in DSP (the
PEC777F3| and the DAC is

a'384Hzl24btt' chip
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though the traditional champagne silver is
offered, and it looks as forceful as its 3Okg

weight also suggests. Look inside and you
see why. Hefty toroidal - check. Copperplated chassis - check. Thick enclosure

panels - check.
Factory rated at 200W/ch into 4ohm
[but see Lab Report], the PM-1 153 had no
trouble powering the Wilson Audio Sophia
3s, and I loved the long arc of the rotary
volume control before you hit -45/-50d8
on the scale. lt allows for ultra-fine tuning
of the level - above that, it's time to party.
For such a comprehensively equipped
unit, the front is supremely uncluttered.
The left-hand rotary chooses inputs, which
are displayed in the centre LCD, while
the right sets levels, also featured in the
display. That panel also comes into play for

settings including tone, for which there is
a defeat button, while other push-buttons
choose between either (or both) of two

sets of speakers, input attenuation, 'Directln', MM or MC phono, and 'Pre-Out' if you
wish to use this as a preamp. There's also a
proper headphone socket.

BACKPANEL BIJING
you'd imagine, the back is less
minimalist in appearance, for it contains
inputs and outputs for two recorders,
three pairs of RCA inputs labelled CD,
Line 1 and Line 2, another pair for Phono,
next to an earth post, and a single pair
of XLRs for balanced input, necessary to
accommodate the matching 5A-1 153 SACD
player in its optimum mode. I wouldn't
have minded a second set of balanced
inputs, and a balanced pre-out; the latter is
As

single-ended only.

Other socketry includes two sets
of speaker terminals, which I found
disconcertingly bling-y and unfortunately
unable to accept banana plugs or spade
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connectors of any width above the
minimum. I so wish Marantz had made
these more WBT-like - these do it an
injustice. Alongside them is a switch to
select between stereo
and bi-amp mode, which
enables this amplifier to

CD audio quality.

be used with a second
unit for stereo bi-amping,

inveterate computer
user, streaming
af icionado, iPad devotee
and general obsessive
will find the selectable
digital filtering (aka
Marantz Musical Mastering) an invitation to
experiment with settings up to 192kHz/
24-bit resolution.
As you'd expect of a player like this, with
full access to its DAC, the conventional
inputs on the back include coaxial, optical

Now more than ever
before, they come into play to allow you to
optimise the sound regardless of source.
While my comments below refer to both
the amplifier and the
player in their default,
untweaked states, the

'l loved the long
arc of the rotary
control before you
f,nally hrt -50dB'

multichannel SACD or
home cinema playback,
as a preamp-only or
power amp-only, etc. For
the purposes of this review, it was used
solely as a stereo integrated amplifier.
As for the matching SA-1 153, it follows
the tradition of the original SA-1 1S1 by
offering selectable digital f ilter algorithms,
first developed by Marantz to improve

Ken lshiwata reminded HFIV that Marantz has always had its own proprietary
digital filters, which he says are now'Fourth Generation'. lt also remains one of

very few companies strongly supportive of SACD, but with an ear to the demands
placed upon domestic audio thanks to computer noise, high-res processing and
other sources barely imagined in the days of Red Book CDs. For the SA-1 l53 the
company has introduced 'Marantz Musical Mastering'to meet new demands
on systems, including huge bandwidths and to reduce .the surplus resulting
resolution'to what it defines as 'usable frequencies and the common resolutions
of 16-24 bits'. Marantz's new technology combines oversampling, noise shaping
and dithering through all-new algorithms, the target being extremely low loss
of resolution - typically the price paid for'downsizing' high-res signals to suit

domestic applicability. Even the now-familiar USB input, a wide-open door for
noise from a computer, has been addressed by Marantz with improved isolation.

ABOVE: Maintaining the handsome, clean look
of their predecessors, the '1 1 s line up all press
butrons on eithersides of theirdisplays; most
users will operate both via the remote control

input and USB-B, the latter in asynchronous
mode when directly connected to a PC.
The front contains the'regular' USB input,
and this is where you can connect an iPod
or iPhone with full access to most of these
via the Marantz system remote. Also on the
back are digital outputs, RCA line outputs
and the balanced XLR outputs.
Aside from the USB input, the front is
utterly conventional in that it contains
the usual transport buttons, a slim tray
and a comprehensive display, necessary

to communicate any settings applied by
the use1 eg, filters. For those evenings
when you want to listen without disturbing
others, there's a headphone socket with
its own volume control. The rest of your
system can then be powered off.

@ rvrnccnAND MAc ArR

While I concentrated exclusively on
SACD, CD and LP playback, I did indulge
in playback from an iPod classic, a USB
stick with assorted file types and iTunes
via a Mac Air, with the material encoded
at 44.1l256kbps in whatever iTunes uses.
What was different was the material: the
iTunes-only release of the extended version
of Paul McCartney's latest, Kisses On The
BoXom - Complete Krsses. lnterestingly, it
contains music I was able to compare e>
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Ken lshiwata's role with the latest
iteration of the 1 1-Series has, he
says, involved parts sourcing at a

level of intensity previously not
experienced, and reminiscent of
the hunt for valves in the 1 98Os
and early'90s, before supplies were
replenished. According to Ken, it's

getting tougher to produce modern
high-end components with any
sense of longevity or consistency

due to parts availability.
'Nowadays there aren't too many

ABOVE: A shielded mains transformer and substantial reservoir capacitors feed this fully
symmetrical, dual-mono amplif ier. Marantz's latest curent feedback HDAM-sA3 opamp modules
feature in the preamp stage while a separate lownoise RIM preamp services the MM/MC input

with the new Blu-ray release, the
live-in-the-studio sessions that were also
broadcast on-line and on TV.

PI,AXING WITH FILTERS
who can't generally be bothered
fiddling around with filters, I admit to a
predisposition towards
falling under their spell
here. I compared the
Macca material from
four different formats,
and have to admit that
judicious use of the filters
allowed me to narrow
the gap between the best
and the worst. I say this to reassure you
that it is not a frippery.
What one can affect with the filtering is
a sense of openness, a diminution of digital
artefacts and even a lessening of sibilance.
Yes, there are trade-offs - there are always
trade-offs in audio - but that's where
personal taste comes in. The McCartney
material is so sweet-sounding - the guitar
break in 'Always' is just gorgeous - and
well-recorded that it needed little filterfiddling. But even with this material,
which is so gentle as to seem unplugged,
the discerning ear could easily detect
subjective changes, their worth to be
determined by personal taste.
Let's now deal with vinyl, though, since
Marantz clearly feels that the format is
As one

vibrant enough in its survival instinct to
warrant the presence of a decent phono
stage. Using an SME 30/1 2 and AirTight
PC- 1 , Elvis Costello's A/m ost Blue It\Iobile
Fidelity MFSL 1-3351 exhibited a warmth
and an intimacy just right for the lowkey country and western effect EC must

'Lou Rawls' voice
came through as
vivrdly as I have
ever hearC it'

)

have been pursuing.
The bottom end
possessed a luxuriously
rich, warm character,
the percussion had
snap, and Elvis's voice
possessed all of that
nasa I

superior audio components offered
by the main manufacturers, and
they're offering less and less. We
have to look really carefully to find
parts which we can use for high-end
audio pieces. We also have to find
out how long they will continue
to produce them. lf they plan to
support them for only a few years,
we have a problem.
'lt takes a long time to plan
what we can do, without having to
change parts too often. lf we have
something sounding nice, we don't
want to have to change them midseries.' Ken cites Toshiba:'They used
to have wonderful transistors, but
now they produce them in smaller
numbers. Our biggest problem is
with the previous models, when
parts are no longer available. We try
to avoid this at all costs.'
When parts supplies do dry up,
says Ken, 'We have to come up
with new circuits, and learn what
is possible. We have to work with
what is available, using a "new vs

old" chart.' Based on the evidence
of this pair, Ken has succeeded.

whine-mixed-with-

pubescent-cracking

that makes him sound like someone who's
12-going-on-40.

A TRE.AT IN RESERVE
What must be appreciated by sceptics
is the way the Marantz's phono stage
behaved with the elegance of a separate
device of more purist pedigree. I haven't
even bothered to look at its values, and I
certainly didn't tweak a thing, yet I would
have believed you if you'd said I was
playing via one of the f 1500 stand-alones
we reviewed last November. The AirTight is
a refined, highly-tuned, precise instrument,
and the Marantz respected all its strengths.
But the real fun would come about with
SACD playback. I had, as is my

wont, kicked

off the listening sessions with the plain O
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ABovE: A single set of XLR inputs allows use of the sAcD player in preferred balanced
mode - one more pair would have been nice. Copper surfaces adhere to a Marantz
tradition for copper-plated chassis. Speaker posts are disappointingly bling-y

vanilla CD of At Last [Blue Note CDp
7 91937 21, one of Lou Rawls'finest
moments. As I have never found this
in any other format, it's as good as
it's gonna get, and that is mightily
good indeed. His inimitable, heavily
textured voice came through as
vividly as I have ever heard it, the
rasps and the resonances eerily
convincing and life-like.
Behind him were musicians
ranging from David 'Fathead'
Newman to Cornell Dupree to Bobby
Watson. Sax had punch, pianos rang
or tinkled as needed, vibes, er, vibed.
During his duets with Dianne Reeves,
Ray Charles and Ceorge Benson,
the voices presented textbook
examples of exactly what those
textures are, from crystal clarity to
the sound of a million cigarettes
smoked with a whiskey chaser. And
that was a 24-year-old CD with no

audiophile pedigree to account for
its magnificence.

the screamingly-3D soundstage.
Or you can, as I did, just sit back

and admit that, my goodness - this
sounds real! 'Sookie, Sookie'will stop
you dead in your tracks - there isn't
one among you who hasn't heard an
acoustic guitar up close, I guess, but
this could have been smack in the
middle of my room.
Because I only have this as a CD,
turned to a cluster of recordings
where I had both CD and SACD -

de gr6ce for me, as far as CD is
concerned. Rory Block's Last Fair

Deal [Telarc SACD63593] is a
purist recording of the blues, and

it features the highly-distinctive
sound of bottleneck guitar, with
more twang than even Duane Eddy
musters. Above it, Rory's sassy
vocals. With just the two sounds, the
ears can focus without distraction,
thanks especially to the airiness of

-20

were highlighted so blatantly
by the 5A-1 153 that it was reason
enough for me to consider this
player important, not just because
it's a stunning device at f 3600,
but because it's just one of the very
finest SACD players I've used.0
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(Decreasing) Digital Signal Level >>
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Distortion vs. decreasing digital level via
24-bit S/PDIF digital in (1kHz, red), USB (t kHz, green)
and 15-bit CD (1kHz, black and 20kHz, blue)
ABOVE:
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COUP DE GRACE FOR CD?
But SACD proved to be the coup

@zo

I

The Persuasions, Alison Krauss, Nat
'King' Cole, The Doors - and in every
case, the CD was rendered inferior. I
won't resort to superlatives beyond
hyperbole. But the gains from CD to

7,
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Marantz's hugely flexible SA-i 153 disc-playing .digital hub'
sets a high standard with a wide 1 14dB A-wtd S/N ratio and
an impressively consistent 0.0009-O.OO l % distortion from
zOHz-zOkHz, all through its balanced XLRS at a maximum
4.45V output from a low 45ohm source impedance. Jitter is
generally low at 1 1 5psec via CD and just 22psec via SACD but
increases slightlyto 451/200psec with external 48kHz/96kHz
digital sources, respectively. But it's the choice of digital
filter, combined with the choice of source, that provides the
greatest performance variation. Both appear to be minimum
phase filters, offering reduced pre-ringing, that is traded
against frequency response and stopband reiection (S/pDlF,
CD and USB, but not SACD which has a fixed -o.3dB/2OkHz to
-1 3dB/1 00kHz response). Filter 1 drops sharply beyond I gkHz
to -2.7dBlz0k{z (CD) while Filter 2 has a more progressive
and obvious treble roll-off of -0.7dB/t okHz to -4.7dBl2OkHz.
The effect is progressively less pronounced with higher rate
(48kH2... 1 92kHz) media.
The partnering amplifier makes a mockery of its
'100W specification, delivering
a huge 2x160{8ohm and
2x260w4ohm right up to 680{tohm (or 26A) under dynamic
conditions [see Craph 2]. Distortion increases with output from
0.0019% at lWto 0.0057% at 10W and 0.017% at t00Wwhite
the response is flat to within -1 dB from 4Hz-80kHz. The A-wtd
S/N ratio is very wide indeed at 92.7d8 (re. OdBW). Readers
may view comprehensive QC Suite test reports for the SA-1 l 53
playe(DAC and PM-1153 amplifier by navigatingtowww.
hifinews.co.uk and clicking on the red 'download, button. pM
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It's impossible not to be charmed
by this pair, which

at

E72OO

certainly falls into the high-end
category. I'd defy anyone not
to show respect for the silky,
detailed, punchy performance,
while its behaviour with modern
digital sources is exemplary for
finesse and plain old 'listenability'.
But the
SACDS,
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ABOVE: Dynamic power
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output versus distortion into

8ohm (black trace),4ohm (red), 2ohm (blue) and
lohm (green) loudspeaker loads

Power output

(<1%

THD, 8/4ohm)

Dynamic power (<1%IHD, 8/4/2/1ohm)

1eow/340w/ssow/680w
50'45ohm / 0.020-0.03 tohm

1 1s shine most with
and those who love this

+0.0 to -0.3dB/-0.06 to -0.07d8
r14.0dB (0dBF

too-often-ignored format will find
them a new champion.
Sound

too
>>

Dynamic Power Output

i

e2.7dB (0dBW)

0.0009-0.001% / 0.002-0.013%
115 1221451

0uatity: 85%

l2o1psec

19W/413W (a5W idle)
too

4 4Ox1 27 x417 mm | 440x1
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